2089 W. Acoma Bl #1
Lake Havasu City, AZ 86403
(928)733-6331
Email: FabricsUnlimited@hotmail.com
Website: www.FabricsUnlimited.net

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Sept 2020 - Nov 2020
CLASS POLICY: Classes must be paid in full at time of registration. Supply lists will be issued upon payment of registration fee.
Supplies are not included unless noted in the class description. 15% Discount on class supplies if student presents the supply list
when purchasing supplies. If an emergency on behalf of the teacher or Fabrics Unlimited arises, every effort will be made to give
notice to the student at least 24 hours prior to start of session, and the class will be rescheduled or refunded (prorated by number of
held sessions). No cash refunds for student cancellations, but store credit issued with at least 72 hours cancellation notice. Children and guests are not allowed in classes. Unless otherwise stated, all classes are for ages 16-adult, and you must bring your own
sewing machine. When books or patterns are on the supply list, each student must purchase their own book or pattern. Fabrics
Unlimited reserves the right to cancel the class if there are no signups at least 7 days prior to the scheduled class.

AccuQuilt GO! Club
Monthly
2nd Wed Monthly
$10 + optional kit & die(s)
3:30pm-6:30pm
Do you have a GO! AccuQuilt Die Cutter or the AccuQuilt Studio Cutter? Then bring your GO! Cutter and join us once a month to share ideas and really learn how to use your system to cut your
blocks quickly, efficiently, and accurately. We will present a pattern at each monthly meeting and
cut out all of the pieces together. Prior to the meeting you will be given a picture of the project as
well as fabric requirements and a list of the dies needed for that particular project. If you don’t
have the dies for that month’s project, our shop demo sets will be available to share. Only 1
shop demo set will be available to share.
Aloe Vera Applique Art Quilt
1 Session
Sat, 11/28
$25 + Supplies (Kit required)
9am-3pm
Learn a new technique for machine applique that does not require fusible web! The fabric kits use
the same fabrics as shown in the illustration so you know that you will have good results with color
and value. Prep work required. PRE CLASS PREP WORKSHOP: Fri, 11/27 3-5pm.
Beginning Quilting
5 Sessions, 20 hours (4 hours per session)
Sat 9/12,9/19,9/26,10/3,10/10
$65 + supplies (fabric purchase required)
8am-12noon
Have you been wanting to try out quilting but think it’s too complicated? Learn simple techniques
that will produce amazing results with this sampler quilt. Basic sewing experience required. You
will need to take this class before any other quilt classes if you have never quilted.
Birds of a Feather Applique Art Quilt
1 Session
Tue, 10/6
$25 + Supplies (Kit required)
9am-3pm
Learn a new technique for machine applique that does not require fusible web! The fabric kits use
the same fabrics as shown in the illustration so you know that you will have good results with color
and value. Prep work required. PRE CLASS PREP WORKSHOP: Mon, 10/5 10a –12noon.

Color Splash with Cherrywood Hand-Dyed Fabrics
1 Session
Wed, 10/7
$25 + supplies; (kit required $80)
9am-3pm
Cherrywood’s 12-step Color Wheel Bundle was made for this so you can study all the colors of the
rainbow. Use your favorite fusible web (not included in the kit) and the templates provided to create
the standard color wheel… with a twist. With minimal quilting, you can fool the eye by outlining
each element with fabric pen. An optional wire hanger slips into a pocket on the back of the quilt,
making it easy to hang with just one nail. Your round quilt will always stay round without sagging!
Prep work required prior to class. PREP WORK WORKSHOP: Tues, 10/6 4-6pm
Holiday Sewing Tree Wallhanging
1 Session
Wed, 9/30
$25 + Supplies (Pattern Required, Kit Available)
9am-3pm
Fun and whimsical fusible applique, finished with blanket stitch. Another winner from Amy Bradley
Designs. A sewist dream Christmas tree made of buttons, ruler, seam ripper, pincushions, pins,
thread, scissors, measuring tape for garland and a thimble stand. Pattern, designed by Amy Bradley Designs, has instructions for the fusible machine-appliqué quilt . Finished size 20” x 31”. Prep
work required prior to class. Prep Work Workshop: Tues, 9/29 4-6pm.
Long Arm Quilt Club
Monthly
4th Wed Monthly
$10 + supplies
5pm-7pm
This club is for long arm quilters. It doesn't matter which machine you have. Join us monthly to
share and learn new techniques to improve your quilting skills. Bring your quilts for show and tell
as well as those projects where you would like ideas for what to quilt on them. Areas to be covered
will vary monthly, but will be geared towards building your long-armed skills, and challenging your
creativity for free motion quilting by incorporating usage of rulers and quilting gadgets among other
techniques. This club is lecture-demo with some hands on. Although you do not need to own a long
arm machine, long arm experience is required. This is NOT a class to learn how to long arm
quilt.
Long Arm 101 - Rental Certification Class
$75 + $149.99 Kit Fee
Various - See Calendar
(kit includes bobbin case, set of long arm zippers, etc)
9am-3pm
This class is required for those wanting to take advantage of our long arm rental program. This
class is designed for anyone that has never used a longarm. Or if you bought a machine from a
friend, internet or at a show and are in need of training. This class is also great for those that just
want to make sure they are doing the fundamentals correctly. This class is a HANDS-ON class using Handi Quilter Long Arm Machines. When you enroll for this class you will have a machine to
yourself. You will quilt your very own quilt top in class. This class is a one day class starting at
9am and finishing at 3pm. We take a short break for lunch, so bring a lunch or snack because
there will not be time to go out. Since space in this class is so limited you must call or come in to
register.
Runnning with Scissors Tool Case
2 session, 12hours + pre-class cutting workshop
Sat, 10/31 & 11/7
$25 + supplies
9am-3pm
Carry your sewing notions in style when you make this customizable tool case. You'll love this
handy zip-up Tool Case to store and carry a variety of tools, from rotary cutters and scissors to
markers, turning tools, small rulers, and more. Not hard, but lots of steps, so we’ve expanded this
into a 2 day class. PLUS, lots of cutting and prep work required, so we are including a
FREE Pre-Class Workshop so you can get all of your cutting finished prior to class. PRECLASS WORKSHOP Fri, 10/30 3-5pm.
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Mystery Monthly
Monthly
4th Tuesday Monthly
$10 + kit fee
2pm-5pm
All of the projects will be small so that you can finish in class (or get pretty darn close!). This
class will give you a great opportunity to get a head start on your Christmas and Holiday Gifts.
There will be different small project each month. Cost is only $10 per month plus a kit fee
which will vary with the project (but we will keep it under $25!). Each month is a stand alone
class, so you do not have to commit to every class.

UPCOMING BLOCK OF THE MONTH PROGRAMS
We have some new Block of the Month (BOM ) Programs starting, so check them out below. Details to follow very soon!
All programs will have a sew-in class available for you. This class will be free for those
enrolled in the program. Blocks can also be mailed each month for those who are unable to attend the class. Actual shipping charges will be added to the cost of the block.

Lush Block of the Month - 10 month Program.
Beautiful collection of Batiks in creams, reds, greens and blues from Timeless Treasures .

Dinosaurs Block of the Month - 6 month Program
Playful quilt with a modern look of solid colors. Your choice of the small 48” x 48” or large 69”
x 85” project. If you choose the large quilt, you will have homework!

Summer Village - 9 month Program
You’ll love making this beautiful pieced quilt with just a touch of applique from Laundry Basket
Quilts.

Important Stuff:
If you have never quilted before, you must take Beginning Quilting Class prior to taking any other quilting classes.
All other classes are geared to sewers and quilters with previous experience who are familiar with their sewing
machines and rotary cutters.
Most of the quilting classes other than the Beginning classes will require preparation and cutting of fabric prior to
the class meeting. For this reason, please plan to select and purchase your fabrics prior to class.
Unless otherwise stated, sewing machine is required for all classes.
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VIRTUAL CLASSES

(“OL”=Online)

Not in Havasu? Prefer to stay home but still take classes? Then our Virtual Program is for you!! These classes will be
happening live, but you can sew from the comfort of your own sewing studio. Maybe even get together with a friend!
Some of the classes use Zoom, and others will use You-Tube. You can participate with your phone, computer, or Ipad.

ZOOM Class Schedule
The Zoom classes will be taught by Linda Visnaw have limited spaces of 6 people per class. Each Zoom Class will
meet prior to the class date and time to make sure all connections are good, and that everyone has everything they
need for the class. Login Practice Days are Tues the week of the classes at 9am for AM classes and 11am for PM
classes. Go to http://www.zoom.com prior to the first meeting to download the free APP. Prior to the Practice
Login and class, you will receive an email with a link to the meeting and handouts for printout.
OL/Doodling Borders
1 Session 2 Hours
Offered monthly 2nd Tuesday
$15 + supplies
1-3pm
Doodling – Border and Sashing Designs will enhance your free motion skills while building muscle memory and solving
that question hanging over your head, “What do I put in the border and sashing of this quilt!” Time will be spent on
planning and executing even distribution. PRE-REQUISITE: Doodling - All Over Designs Part 1
O/L Machine Operation
Private Session 2 hours/session
Offered Monthly 2nd Wed
$50/session
9-11am
Ever wonder what all the settings on your sewing machine can do and what all those extra feet are for? Try this one on
one Zoom class from the comfort of your home that will go through the basic functions of your machine’s settings and
accessory feet. It will include tension adjustment, explanation and making of samples using each setting, foot functions, and utility stitch options. You will learn how to make finish edges, make a tack stitch, and how to use the machine to attach a button. Other accessories included with your machine, thread, needle types, and general maintenance will also be covered.
OL Pre-Doodle 101
1 Session 2 hours
Offered Monthly 2nd Wed
$15 + $21.99 Kit Fee
12noon-2pm
Are you ready to add “free motion” to your quilting skills? Then this is the class for you. Printed fabric will
serve as the pallet for this free motion class. The focus centers on learning to become comfortable with moving the fabric. Tools and tricks will jumpstart ability as a set of placemats and a table pad are completed.

OL Basic Binding Techniques
1 Session 2 hours
Offered Monthly 2nd Thur
$15
9-11am
A terrific binding finish is only a few steps and a few tricks away. In this Zoom class you will use a prepared prior to class place mat or table pad. The item needs to minimally measure at least 12” x 18”. If
completing a square make sure it is no smaller than 18”. You will learn how to measure the seam allowance no matter how thick the “backing, batting, top”. The desired finish is a back binding that matches the
front perfectly. Master perfect 45-degree corners and a 45-degree seam closure.
OL Faced Binding Techniques
1 Session 3 hours
Offered Monthly 2nd Thur
$20
12noon-3pm
A faced binding is a great finish and another option for showing off your quilt. In this Zoom class you
will need to prepare two small quilts. This wall hanging, place mat, or table pad needs to measure
about 12” x 12”. On one of the items we will round the corners. So, add to your bag of tricks with this
rarely used but stunning finish for your quilts and other quilted items
OL Doodling Grids
1 Session 2 hours
Offered Monthly 3rd Tues $15
$15 + $15 book fee (quilted bag pattern included)
1-3pm
Doodling – Grid Designs is a natural addition to your free motion skills. Grids are HOT! They are featured
on all the award-winning quilts these days. Here is your chance to play with making grids that will provide
your quilted space with a place for your eye to rest. Mastering these simple repetitive shapes will help gain
additional free motion confidence while enhancing your quilted item. A Pattern for a quilted bag is included.
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OL Beg Westalee Rulers
1 Session 2 hours
Offered Monthly 3rd Wed
$15 + supplies
9-11am
Using rulers and free motion is the hottest thing in the Domestic Sewing World since Singer invented the
sewing machine. Take advantage of this great opportunity to become comfortable with your Sew Steady
Ruler Foot and 12” Arc Template while loosing those first time jitters. Sew Steady Quilting Templates are
like training wheels for free motion quilting. All the while you will be making fun stocking stuffer like Mug
Rugs or a cute pocket for managing personal device charging cables. Just purchase your sewing machine’s
Ruler Foot Starter Package from Fabrics Unlimited (or if you have one already and don’t know how to use it,
bring it along) and sign up for this on-line class. The learning curve is very short with these fun tools. You
will experience success. In the months to come more Sew Steady rulers will be showcased and classes for mastery will
be offered. Fabrics Unlimited is your Sew Steady Table and Ruler support dealer.
OL Westalee Ruler of the Month
1 session 2 hours
Offered Monthly 3rd Wed
$15 + supplies
12noon-2pm
A continuation of using Westalee Rulers and Templates for free motion on your domestic sewing machine and/or SitDown Long Arm Machine as new rulers are introduced each month.
OL Doodling Allover Part 1
1 Session 2 hours
Offered Monthly 3rd Thurs
$15 + $8 book fee
9-11am
Tired of just “Stippling”? Building muscle memory through practice is the key to smooth, effortless free motion/freehand fill design with your sewing, midarm or long arm machine. But you can’t be at your machine
every minute of the day. When you can’t be at your machine...Doodle. The muscle memory that it takes to
doodle, is the same muscle memory you use to free motion/freehand fill at your machine. In this class you will
learn how to build muscle memory. You will learn how to doodle a series of designs, step by step, and how to
build your own collection of all over quilt and border designs.
OL Doodling Allover Part 2
1 Session 2 hours
Offered Monthly 3rd Thurs
$15
1-3pm
Doodling – All Over Designs Part 2 is a continuation of skills begun to master in Part 1. The muscle memory that it takes
to doodle will be emphasized as we continue to go through the book. We will tackle swirls, meandering, and more. PREREQUISITE: Doodling Allover Part 1.
OL Beginning Inks Techniques
1 Session 2 hours
Tues, Oct 20
$15 + $5 Design Fee Donation to Hopi School
1-3pm
Discover the posibilities of Tsukineko Ink and Fabrico Marker color you can use to decorate fabric and a
varity of other surfaces. Finally a medium that is permanent and soft to the hand on fabric. Aauthentic
Hopi Designs will be used to extend your creative skills. If you can color in a coloring book you will be
able to have fun using this wonderful coloring medium.

You Tube Classes
The You Tube classes will run live and have unlimited spaces, but you must register in order to participate.
Your class video will be available for you to see for 30 days following the class. That way you can just watch
the first time and then replay the video on your phone, computer, or i-pad as you sew. Team up with a friend
for a “watch party!”
Sew Steady Ruler Work for Beginners with Kate Quinn
1 Session
FREE!!

Tues, Oct 13
Begins 10am

Live Demo with Q&A! Get excited to quilt with templates at home and learn the Basics and
Feathers galore in this 2hr online class with a Westalee Design Educator, Kate Quinn. Win
Prizes, Get Event Special Pricing, and Learn! This class is free, but you must sign up for this class
in order to get the link to the class.
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Virtual Classes (cont’d)
AccuQuilt GO! Beyond the Basics
1 Session, 2 Hours
Fri, 11/6/20
FREE
10am-12noon
This is a presentation full of tips and tricks on how to expand beyond the basics.
Attendees should already be familiar with using an AccuQuilt machine. At the end
of the presentation, participants will be familiar with GO! Qube Companion SetsCorners and Angles as well as specialty dies like English Paper Piecing, Rag dies,
GO! Apple Core and many more. New to AccuQuilt or need a refresher before
this class? We will have a Pre-Class Prep Workshop for this on Thurs, 11/5
from 3-5pm in person at Fabrics Unlimited where you will learn the basics of
how to use an AccuQuilt Die Cutting Machine so you will be ready to take
this class.

NEW!!

New Feature for Fabrics Unlimited Classes
Several classes require Prep Work prior to class, but many times this task can be a little overwhelming.
Maybe you are afraid of making a cutting mistake and not ending up with enough fabric for the project.
Perhaps you will be taking your first applique class and are confused about how to trace the pattern. The
Running with Scissors Bag has about a million parts that need to be cut and labeled. So rather than risk
making a mistake, you come to class unprepared, so right off the bat you are behind and stressing. It is
impossible to catch up by the end of the class.
Fabrics Unlimited has been listening to you and we have come up with what we think is the perfect answer! Our objective is to familiarize you with the pattern, procedure, and/or technique so you can come
to class stress-free and confident. You will notice on the class description that for all of the classes requiring pre-class preparation, we are providing a pre-class preparation workshop the day before the
class. These preparation workshops are FREE for those registered for the class and are designed to
assist you with getting everything ready for the upcoming class so you will hit the ground running once
class starts, and then you won’t be left behind. Just bring your supplies, and we will be here for you to
guide you and answer any questions you may have. More fun!! Less stress!! How great is that!!

Covid 19 Issues
We know that many of you are a little apprehensive about returning to a classroom situation, so here is
what we are doing for you. Our classroom contains 16 seats, but we are limiting classroom attendance
to a maximum of 8 students, which will foster social distancing. We sanitize the tables, kitchen area, and
irons prior to class and have hand sanitizer available to use as often as you’d like. We ask you to bring a
mask or shield with you, but do not require that you wear it in the classroom as long as you are social
distancing. If you are not feeling well or have any symptoms of Covid-19 such as cough, trouble breathing, fever, or just don’t “feel right”, please stay home.
Since our available seats are limited, students need to register for all classes they wish to take. Unfortunately, drop-in’s can no longer be accommodated.
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